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Abstract

In this paper we improve
Urdu→Hindi�English machine trans-
lation through triangulation and translit-
eration. First we built an Urdu→Hindi
SMT system by inducing triangulated
and transliterated phrase-tables from
Urdu–English and Hindi–English phrase
translation models. We then use it to trans-
late the Urdu part of the Urdu-English
parallel data into Hindi, thus creating
an artificial Hindi-English parallel data.
Our phrase-translation strategies give an
improvement of up to +3.35 BLEU points
over a baseline Urdu→Hindi system. The
synthesized data improve Hindi→English
system by +0.35 and English→Hindi
system by +1.0 BLEU points.

1 Introduction

Phrase-based machine translation models are capa-
ble of producing translations of reasonable quality
but only with large quantities of parallel data. Un-
fortunately, bilingual data is abundantly available
for only a handful of language pairs. The problem
of reliably estimating statistical models for trans-
lation becomes more of a challenge under sparse
data conditions. Previous research has tried to ad-
dress this bottleneck in two ways i) by making the
best use of the existing small corpus by using gen-
eralized representations such as morpho-syntactic
analysis and suffix separation (Niessen and Ney,
2004; Popović and Ney, 2004; Haque et al., 2012),
ii) by generating additional data/inducing models
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to overcome sparsity (Utiyama and Isahara, 2003;
Resnik and Smith, 2003). Techniques like triangu-
lation (Cohn and Lapata, 2007; Wu and Wang,
2007) and paraphrasing (Callison-Burch et al.,
2006) have also been used to address the problem
of data sparsity. Transliteration is shown to be use-
ful when the languages in question are closely re-
lated (Durrani et al., 2010; Nakov and Tiedemann,
2012). Our work falls in this second category of
generating additional/data and models.

Hindi and Urdu are widely spoken yet low re-
sourced languages. Hindi descends from Sanskrit
and is written in Devanagri script, where as Urdu
inherits its vocabulary and language phenomenon
from several languages (Arabic, Farsi and Turk-
ish and Sanskrit) and is written in Arabic script.
They are a closely related language pair that share
grammatical structure and have a high vocabulary
overlap.1 This provides a motivation to build an
MT system to create Hindi and Urdu resources by
translating one into another.

In this paper, we exploit the relatedness of the
two languages and bring together the ideas of trian-
gulation and transliteration to effectively improve
Urdu-to-Hindi machine translation. We make use
of a tiny Hindi-Urdu parallel corpus, to build a
Urdu-to-Hindi translation system. We then im-
prove this system by synthesizing phrase-tables
through triangulation and transliteration. We cre-
ate a triangulated phrase-table using English as
a pivot language following the well-known con-
volution model (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007; Wu
and Wang, 2007). The new phrase-table is syn-
thesized using Hindi-English and Urdu-English
phrase-tables. We then use the interpolated phrase-
table to also synthesize a transliteration phrase-

1A small study on 2 newspapers (Dainik Jagran and Hindus-
tan), found that ≈ 40% of the Hindi types overlap with Urdu.
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table. We run an EM-based unsupervised translit-
eration model induction (Durrani et al., 2014c) to
extract a list of transliteration pairs from the ex-
tracted phrase-table. We use the mined corpus to
train a transliteration system. The transliteration
system is then used to synthesize a transliteration
phrase-table. We produce an n-best list of translit-
erations for each Urdu word in the tune and test
data and create a transliteration phrase table using
the features of the transliteration system. The two
synthesized phrase-tables are then used as addi-
tional set of features along with the regular phrase-
table in a log-linear framework. Our integrations
give a cumulative improvement of +3.35 BLEU
points over the baseline Urdu-to-Hindi system.

In order to demonstrate that the resources in
Urdu language can be used for Hindi, we perform
an extrinsic evaluation. We use our Urdu-to-Hindi
system and translate the Urdu part of the Urdu-
English parallel data into Hindi to create an artifi-
cial Hindi-English parallel data. Our experiments
show that the synthesized parallel data gives an av-
erage improvement of +0.35 in Hindi-to-English
and +1.0 in English-to-Hindi standard shared task.
Our approach is two-way: we use the information
in Hindi-English and Urdu-English data to con-
struct a Urdu-to-Hindi system, which we then use
for synthesizing Hindi data and subsequently im-
proving Hindi-English translation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses previous efforts on synthesizing paral-
lel data and using pivoting and transliteration to
improve MT. Section 3 describe our approach to
create interpolated and transliterated phrase-tables
and our integration of these into a phrase-based de-
coder. Section 4 presents the experimental setup
and the results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

There has been a considerable amount of work on
synthesizing parallel data and on using triangula-
tion and transliteration to improve machine trans-
lation quality. de Gispert and Marin̂o (2006) in-
duced an English-Catalan parallel corpus by au-
tomatically translating Spanish part of English-
Spanish parallel data into Catalan with a Spanish-
Catalan SMT system. Galuscáková and Bojar
(2012) improved English-to-Slovak translation us-
ing Czech-English parallel data. Our work is sim-
ilar to both these efforts except that in their case
a lot of parallel data is available for the aiding
languages (Czech-English and Spanish-English).

In our case both Urdu-English and Hindi-English
data are under-resourced. Secondly Urdu and
Hindi are written in different scripts so unlike them
we need a high quality transliteration module to
make use of the common vocabulary. Using pivot-
ing to synthesize phrase-tables has been a widely
applied method (Wu and Wang, 2007; Bertoldi et
al., 2008; Paul et al., 2009) in SMT. An interme-
diate language is used to bridge the gap between
source and target.

Another approach to alleviate data sparsity is the
sentence translation strategy. Rather than build-
ing phrase-table source sentences are translated
into n pivot sentences which are translated into m
target sentences separately. Highest scoring sen-
tences are selected. Utiyama and Isahara (2007)
showed that phrase-translation approach is supe-
rior to the sentence selection strategy. We will
use the phrase-translation strategy to improve the
Urdu-to-Hindi translation and sentence selection
method to improve Hindi�English translation, al-
though we only use 1-best pivot translation.

A second group of previous research that is re-
lated to our work is using transliteration to im-
prove translation for closely related languages.
Transliteration has been shown to be useful for
more than just translating out-of-vocabulary words
and named-entities. Nakov and Tiedemann (2012)
built character-based model to improve Bulgarian-
Macedonian translation. Durrani et al. (2010) inte-
grated transliteration inside a word-based decoder
for Hindi-to-Urdu machine translation. Our work
is similar to them, but differs in the following as-
pects: i) their translation models are based on 1-
1/1-N translation links, we do not put any restric-
tion on the alignments ii) their transliteration sys-
tem is built from hand-crafted rules, our approach
is unsupervised and language independent and iii)
we additionally integrate pivoting method along
with transliteration and demonstrate the usefulness
of the synthesized Hindi data. The idea to inte-
grate transliteration module inside of decoder was
earlier used by Hermjakob et al. (2008) for the
task of disambiguation in Arabic-English machine
translation. Much work (Al-Onaizan and Knight,
2002; Zhao et al., 2007) has been done on translit-
erating named entities and OOVs. Most previous
approaches however train a supervised translitera-
tion system separately outside of an MT pipeline,
and naı̈vely replace the OOV words with their 1-
best transliterations in the post/pre-processing step
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of decoding is commonly used. This work dis-
tinguishes from the previous approaches in that it
builds a transliteration model automatically from
the phrase-tables in an unsupervised fashion and it
is language independent.

3 Phrase Translation Strategies

Monolingual data is usually available in a reason-
able quantity for many language pairs, but bilin-
gual corpus does not exist or is very sparse. We
only need to construct a phrase-table to train a
phrase-based SMT system. In this section we
will describe our approaches to construct synthetic
phrase-tables that help us improve Urdu-to-Hindi
translation, and subsequently improve Hindi-to-
English and English-to-Hindi translation quality.
We used two approaches namely Triangulation
and Transliteration to generate artificial phrase-
tables.
3.1 Triangulation
The approach of triangulation is based on using a
pivot language to bridge the gap between Urdu and
Hindi. Pivot is usually a language closely related
to either source or target, or English for which par-
allel data with either source or target is available
in a reasonable quantity. In this work we will use
English as a pivot language because we have some
Hindi-English and Urdu-English parallel data but
very little Urdu-Hindi parallel data. We directly
construct Urdu-Hindi phrase-table from Urdu-
English and English-Hindi phrase-tables. We train
two phrase translation tables p(ūi|ēi) and p(ēi|h̄i),
using the Urdu-English and English-Hindi bilin-
gual corpora. Given the phrase-table for Urdu-
English p(ūi|ēi) and the phrase-table for English-
Hindi p(ēi|h̄i), we estimate a Urdu-Hindi phrase-
table (p(ūi|h̄i)) using the following model:

p(ūi|h̄i) =
∑
ēi

p(ūi|ēi, h̄i)p(ēi|h̄i)

The phrase translation probability p(ūi|ēi, h̄i) does
not depend on the phrase h̄i, because it is estimated
from Urdu-English bilingual corpus. The above
equation can therefore be rewritten as:

p(ūi|h̄i) =
∑
ēi

p(ūi|ēi)p(ēi|h̄i)

A phrase-pair (ūi, h̄i) is synthesized if there ex-
ists an English phrase ēi such that (ūi, ēi) exists in
the phrase-table p(ēi|ūi) and (ēi, h̄i) exists in the
phrase-table p(h̄i|ēi). The probability of the new
phrase-pair is estimated by taking the product of
the two and by taking a summation over all such
phrases ēi for which this condition is true.

Figure 1: Alignment Induction for Phrase (ū, h̄)

Lexical Weighting: Apart from the direct and
inverse phrase-translation probabilities, phrase-
based translation models also estimate direct and
inverse lexical weighting to judge the reliability of
a phrase-pair using IBM Model 1. We could es-
timate these probabilities in the same way as the
phrase-translation probabilities as done in Utiyama
and Isahara (2007), but we use the more princi-
pled phrase method as described in Wu and Wang
(2007). Given a phrase-pair (ū, h̄) with source
words ū = u1, u2, . . . , un, target words h̄ =
h1, h2, . . . , hm and an alignment a between the
source word positions x = 1, . . . , n and the target
word positions y = 1, . . . ,m, the lexical feature
pw(u|e) is computed as follows:

pw(ū|h̄, a) =
n∏

x=1

1

|{y : (x, y) ∈ a}|
∑

∀(x,y)∈a

w(ux|hy)

But in this scenario we do not have the
co-occurring frequencies c(ux|hy) to compute
w(ux|hy). The phrase method computes it in the
following way: The first step is to extract the align-
ment information a between the Hindi and Urdu
phrases h̄ and ū. The alignment information from
the phrase-pairs (ū, ē) and (ē, h̄), can be induced
in the following way. Let a1 and a2 represent the
alignment information inside the phrase-pair (ū, ē)
and (ē, h̄) respectively, then the alignment a be-
tween phrase (ū, h̄) can be extracted with the fol-
lowing criteria (See Figure 1 for Example):

a = {(u, h)|∃e : (u, e) ∈ a1 ∧ (e, h) ∈ a2}

Given the induced word-alignment a, we can esti-
mate the w(u|h) as follows:

w(u|h) =
c(u|h)∑
u′ c(u′|h)

the co-occurring frequency c(u|h) can be com-
puted with the following criteria:
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c(u|h) =

K∑
k=1

pk(ū|h̄)

n∑
i=1

δ(u, ui)δ(h, hai))

where δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y, otherwise δ(x, y) = 0
and p(ū|h̄) is the phrase-translation probability of
the kth phrase andK is the total number of phrases
synthesized.

3.2 Transliteration
Hindi and Urdu are written in different scripts. A
high quality transliteration system is therefore re-
quired to capitalize on the vocabulary overlap be-
tween Hindi and Urdu. Our second approach at-
tempts to synthesize transliteration phrase-table.
A transliteration module can be handy for closely
related languages because it can generate novel
words that are unknown to the translation corpus
but may be justified through the abundantly avail-
able language model.

Transliteration Mining: In order to create a
transliteration phrase-table, we require a translit-
eration system and to build such a system we
need training data, a list of transliteration pairs for
Hindi-Urdu. Such data is not readily available. In-
stead of creating manually hand-crafted mapping
rules for Urdu-to-Hindi transliteration as done in
Durrani et al. (2010), we induce a transliteration
corpus that we can use to train a character-based
SMT system. We induced unsupervised transliter-
ation model (Durrani et al., 2014c) adapting the
approach of unsupervised transliteration mining
described in (Sajjad et al., 2011; Sajjad et al.,
2012) for the task of machine translation. The al-
gorithm is based on EM. It takes a list of word pairs
and extracts transliteration corpus from it. The
mining model is a mixture of two components, a
transliteration and a non-transliteration sub-model.
The overall idea is that the transliteration model
(ptr(h, u)) tries to maximize the probability of the
transliteration pairs in the word-list and the non-
transliteration (pntr(h, u)) component tries to fit
the rest of the data.

For a Urdu-Hindi word pair (h, u), the translit-
eration model probability for the word pair is de-
fined as follows:

ptr(h, u) =
∑

a∈Align(h,u)

|a|∏
j=1

p(qj)

where Align(e, f) is the set of all possible se-
quences of character alignments, a is one align-
ment sequence and qj is a character alignment.

The non-transliteration model deals with the
word pairs that have no character relationship be-
tween them. It is modeled by multiplying source
and target character unigram models:

pntr(h, u) =

|h|∏
i=1

pH(hi)

|u|∏
i=1

pU (ui)

The probabilities of the two models are refined it-
eratively to extract a list of transliteration corpus.
The model is defined as:

p(h, u) = (1− λ)ptr(h, u) + λpntr(u, u)

where λ is the prior probability of non-
transliteration.

We initially ran mining over Hindi-Urdu par-
allel data and were able to extract around 2800
transliteration pairs from a word-list of 17000
pairs. Although a transliteration corpus of this
size should be enough to build a transliteration
model, note that miner’s accuracy is not 100%, be-
cause of which we also extract pairs that are not
transliterations. To extract more transliterations,
we additionally feed the interpolated phrase-table
(p(ū|h̄)), as described above, to the miner. Surpris-
ingly we were able to mine additional 21K translit-
eration pairs from a list of 95K word pairs.2

Transliteration System: Now that we have
transliteration word pairs, we can learn a transliter-
ation model. We segment the training corpus into
characters and learn a phrase-based system over
character pairs. The transliteration model assumes
that source and target characters are generated
monotonically.3 Therefore we do not use any re-
ordering models. We use 4 basic phrase-translation
features (direct, inverse phrase-translation, and
lexical weighting features), language model fea-
ture (built from the target-side of mined transliter-
ation corpus), and word and phrase penalties. The
feature weights are tuned4 on a dev-set of 1000
transliteration pairs.

Transliteration Phrase Table: We transliterate
tune and test set and extract 100-best translitera-
tion options for each word. We carry forward the
4 translation model features used in the transliter-
ation system to build a transliteration phrase-table.
2Miner only uses word pairs with 1-to-1 alignments because
M-N/1-N alignments are less likely to be transliterations.
3Mining algorithm also makes this assumption.
4Tuning data is subtracted from the training corpus while tun-
ing to avoid over-fitting. After the weights are tuned, we add
it back, retrain GIZA, and estimate new models.
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System PT Tune Test System Tune Test System Tune Test

Bu,h 254K 34.01 34.64
B̄u,h 254K 34.18 34.79 B̄u,hTg 37.65 37.58
Tg 10M 15.60 15.34 B̄u,hTr 34.77 35.76 B̄u,hTgTr 38.0 37.99
Tr 9.54 9.93 TgTr 17.63 18.11 ∆+3.89 ∆+3.35

Table 1: Evaluating Triangulated and Transliterated Phrase-Tables in Urdu-to-Hindi SMT – Bu,h =
Baseline Phrase Table, B̄u,h = Modified Baseline Phrase Table, Tg = Triangulated Phrase Table, Tr =
Transliteration Phrase Table

3.3 Integration into Decoder

We simply integrate the synthesized phrase-tables
into phrase-based decoder using the standard log-
linear approach (Och and Ney, 2004). We search
for a Hindi string H which maximizes a linear
combination of feature functions:

Ĥ = arg max
H


J∑

j=1

λjhj(U,H)


where λj is the weight associated with the feature
hj(U,H).

Overlapping Translation Options: In the de-
fault baseline formulation, the three phrase-tables
compete with each other during decoding and cre-
ate a separate decoding path. In some cases how-
ever, phrase-tables might agree on the translation
options and hypothesize the same translation, in
which case they do not have to compete. To avoid
such a scenario, and to reward the common trans-
lation options, we modify the baseline phrase-table
(created from the Hindi-Urdu parallel data) and
edit the probabilities for the translation options that
exist in the synthesized triangulated and transliter-
ated phrase-tables. For each phrase (ui, hi) that
exists in the triangulated or transliterated phrase-
table we modify its estimates as the following:

pb̄(ui|hi) = pb(ui|hi) + ptg(ui|hi) + ptr(ui|hi)
∀(ui, hi)|(ui, hi) ∈ ptg(u|h) ∨ (u, h) ∈ ptr(ui|hi)

where pb(u|h) is the baseline phrase-table,
ptg(u|h) is the triangulated phrase-table and
ptr(u|h) is the transliterated phrase-table. This
modification slightly improves the performance of
the baseline system.

LM-OOV Feature: A lot of the words that the
transliteration model produces would be unknown
to the language model. To create a bias towards
the transliteration options that are known to the
language model, we additionally use an LM-OOV

feature which counts the number of words in a hy-
pothesis that are unknown to the language model.
Language model feature alone can not handle the
unknown transliterations, because the smoothing
methods such as Kneser-Ney assign significant
probability mass to unseen events, thus giving high
probability to such unknown transliterations. The
LM-OOV feature acts as a prior to penalize such
hypotheses. The feature is tuned along with the
regular features. Therefore if such transliterations
are useful, the optimizer can assign positive weight
to this feature. But we noticed that optimizer as-
signed a high negative weight to this feature, thus
heavily penalizing the unknown words.

4 Evaluation
4.1 Data

Our baseline Urdu-to-Hindi system is built us-
ing a small EMILLE corpus (Baker et al., 2002)
which contain roughly 12000 sentences of Hindi
and Urdu sentences which are not exactly par-
allel. After sentence alignment, we were able
to extract a little more than 7000 sentence pairs.
The model for Urdu-English data was build using
Urdu-English segment of the Indic5 multi-parallel
corpus (Post et al., 2012) which contain roughly
87K sentences. The Hindi-English systems were
trained using Hindi-English parallel data (Bojar et
al., 2014) composed by compiling several sources
including the Hindi-English segment of the Indic
parallel corpus. It contains roughly 273K parallel
sentences. The tune and test sets for Hindi-Urdu
task were created by randomly selecting 1800 sen-
tences from the EMILLE corpus which were then
removed from the training data to avoid over-
fitting. We use half of the selected sentences for
tuning and other half for test. The dev and test
sets for Hindi-English translation task are the stan-
dard sets news-dev2014 and news-test2014 con-
5The multi-indic parallel corpus also have Hindi-English seg-
ment, but the data is completely disjoint from the Urdu-
English segment.
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taining 1040 and 2507 sentences respectively. We
split news-dev2014 into two halves and used the
first half for tuning and second as a test along
with the official news-test2014 set. To get more
stabilized tuning weights, the tune set is concate-
nated with Hindi-English dev-set (1400 Sentences)
made available with the Hindi-English segment of
the Indic parallel corpus. We trained the language
model using all the English (287.3M Sentences)
and Hindi (43.4M Sentences) monolingual data
made available for the 9th Workshop of Statistical
Machine Translation.

4.2 Baseline System

Urdu-to-Hindi: We trained a phrase-based
Moses system with the following settings:
A maximum sentence length of 80, GDFA
symmetrization of GIZA++ alignments, an inter-
polated Kneser-Ney smoothed 5-gram language
model with KenLM (Heafield, 2011) used at run-
time, 100-best translation options, MBR decoding
(Kumar and Byrne, 2004), Cube Pruning (Huang
and Chiang, 2007), using a stack size of 1000
during tuning and 5000 during test. We tuned with
the k-best batch MIRA (Cherry and Foster, 2012).
Because Hindi and Urdu have same grammatical
structure, we used a distortion limit of 0 and no
reordering.6

Hindi-English: For Hindi-English systems, we
additionally used hierarchical lexicalized reorder-
ing (Galley and Manning, 2008), a 5-gram OSM,
(Durrani et al., 2013), sparse lexical and domain
features, (Hasler et al., 2012), class-based models
(Durrani et al., 2014b), a distortion limit of 6, and
the no-reordering-over-punctuation heuristic.

4.3 Experiments

Urdu-to-Hindi: In the initial experiments, we
evaluated the effect of integrating the synthesized
phrase-tables into Urdu-to-Hindi machine transla-
tion. Table 1 shows results on our Urdu-to-Hindi
system. Our modification (B̄u,h) to the baseline
phrase-table (Bu,h) to reward the translation op-
tions common between the phrase-tables improve
the performance of the baseline system slightly
(+0.15). Both triangulated (Tg) and transliterated
(Tr) phrase-tables show value when used in iso-
lation, although their performance (BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002)) is a lot worse in comparison
to the baseline. Some of this difference in perfor-

6Results do not improve with reordering enabled.

mance can be attributed to the fact that the tune
and test sets used for evaluation were extracted
from the training data. The real difference of
performance can not be studied without a dedi-
cated Urdu-Hindi test set which unfortunately is
not available. However, our Hindi-English eval-
uation shows that this speculation is correct (See
below for further discussion). Adding triangulated
phrase-table (B̄u,hTg) to the modified baseline
system gives an improvement of +2.79. In compar-
ison, adding transliteration phrase-table (B̄u,hTr)
gives an improvement of +0.97. An overall im-
provement of +3.35 is observed when all three
phrase-tables (B̄u,hTgTr) are used together.

Hindi-English: We carried out an extrinsic eval-
uation to measure the quality of our Urdu-to-
Hindi translation systems. We translated the Urdu
part of the Urdu-English parallel data using the
Urdu-to-Hindi SMT systems described above. We
then used the translated corpus to from a syn-
thetic Hindi-English parallel corpus and evalu-
ated its performance by adding it to the base-
line Hindi-English systems and in isolation. Ta-
ble 2 shows the results on adding the synthesized
Hindi-English parallel data on top of competi-
tive Hindi-English baseline systems and in isola-
tion. The system (Bh,eDB̄u,hTgTr

) which uses the
data generated from our best Urdu-to-Hindi sys-
tem (B̄u,hTgTr) gives an average improvement
of +0.35 BLEU points on Hindi-to-English trans-
lation task and +1.0 BLEU points on English-to-
Hindi. The performance of the system built us-
ing synthesized data only (DB̄u,hTgTr

) is signif-
icantly worse than the baseline system on Hindi-
to-English task, however the difference is not as
much in the other direction. We believe this is still
a positive result given the fact that our data is arti-
ficially created and is three times smaller than the
Hindi-English parallel data used to build the base-
line system.

We also synthesized data using the baseline sys-
tem only trained on the EMILLE corpus (B̄u,h)
and using synthesized phrase-tables (TgTr) sep-
arately. The results in row B̄h,eDBu,h

shows
that the data synthesized from the baseline Urdu-
Hindi system (B̄u,h) is harmful in both the Hindi-
English tasks. In comparison the data synthesized
from triangulated and transliterated Urdu-to-Hindi
system still showed an average improvement of
+0.65 in English-to-Hindi task. No gains were ob-
served in the other direction. Doing an error anal-
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Hindi-to-English English-to-Hindi
System new-dev14 news-test14 new-dev14 news-test14

Baseline (Bh,e) 17.11 15.77 11.74 11.57
Bh,eDB̄u,hTgTr

17.60 ∆+0.49 15.97 ∆+0.20 12.83 ∆+1.09 12.47 ∆+0.90
DB̄u,hTgTr

13.13 ∆-3.98 10.96 ∆-4.79 11.14 ∆-0.60 10.51 ∆-1.06

Bh,eDB̄u,h
16.91 ∆-0.20 15.39 ∆-0.36 10.63 ∆-1.11 9.87 ∆-1.7

Bh,eDTgTr 17.15 ∆+0.04 15.84 ∆+0.10 12.47 ∆+0.73 12.13 ∆+0.56

Table 2: Evaluating Synthesized Hindi-English Parallel Data on Standard Translation Task – DB̄u,hTgTr

= System using data synthesized from the best Urdu-to-Hindi System that additionally use Triangulated
and Transliterated Phrase Tables

ysis we found that the baseline Urdu-Hindi system
suffers from data sparsity. The number of out-
of-vocabulary tokens when translating the Urdu
corpus using baseline phrase-table were 310K.
In comparison the number of words unknown to
the interpolated phrase-table were 50K and these
were translated using in-decoding transliteration
method (Durrani et al., 2014c).7

5 Conclusion

In this paper we applied a combination
of pivoting and transliteration to improve
Urdu→Hindi�English machine translation using
a two-way approach. First we use the Urdu-
English and English-Hindi phrase-tables to induce
a Urdu-to-Hindi translation model. We then
use the resultant model to synthesize additional
Hindi-English parallel data. Both transliteration
and triangulated phrase-tables showed improve-
ments over the baseline system. A cumulative
improvement of +3.35 BLEU points was obtained
using both in tandem. The artificially induced
parallel data gives an improvement of +0.35 for
Hindi-to-English and +1.0 for English-to-Hindi
over a competitive baseline system. Our English-
to-Hindi system was ranked highest for EN-HI and
third for HI-EN in this year’s WMT translation
task (Durrani et al., 2014a).
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